Guide to buying and
selling ETFs
Key takeaways:

1
Time of day matters:

ETFs are funds that trade like a stock. They are a diversified, low cost
and tax efficient way to invest. However, just like any investment, it is
good to be familiar with when and how orders can be placed to seek
best execution.

consider avoiding trades
near the market open

Best practices when trading ETFs

or close, if possible.

Time:

2

–– Markets can be more volatile near open and close. Consider trading after the
first, and before the last, 20 minutes of the trading day. There is also less

Seek price protection,

liquidity during opening and closing as market makers are less active during

especially during times

those times.

of volatility: consider
limit or stop-limit
orders, which give you

Order type:
–– Just like trading individual stocks, make sure your order type is consistent

more control over
price than market or
stop orders.

with your goals:
–– To obtain protection against price swings, consider using limit or stop-limit
orders (especially in volatile markets)
–– If, however, it is important to make sure the trade executes, market or stop
orders may be more appropriate (note the potential price risk, though!)

Want to know more?
iShares.com    

iShares.com

1-800-iShares

Detailed comparison of order types:
Goal

Order type

Key feature

Limit order: order executes
only at the price specified,
or better

Full control over worst price
at which trade executes
(e.g., sell as long as price is
no lower than $10)

Stop-limit order: wait
until price breaks through
a specified level, then
execute as limit order

Buy or sell a security
following a specified price
move, with full control over
worst price at which the
trade can execute (e.g., sell
if price dips by more than
5%, but not beyond 10%)

Potential drawbacks

Price protection is important:
Buy / sell only at price
you determine

Help protect gains /
reduce losses with
price limits

Order may not execute
at all (if the ETF does not
reach the specified price)
or may be filled only
partially

Execution is more important than price protection:

Buy / sell immediately

Market order: order
executes as soon as
possible at the best price
available at the time

Immediate execution of
the trade in normal market
conditions

Help protect gains /
reduce losses

Stop order*: wait until price
breaks through a specified
level, then execute as
market order

Buy or sell a security
following a specified
minimum price move (e.g.,
sell if price dips by more
than 5%)

In times of market stress,
realized price may be
different from last quoted
price. Also, execution may
be delayed (e.g., if trading
is halted)

* May also be referred to as a stop-loss or stop-market order

Carefully consider the Funds’ investment objectives, risk factors, and charges and expenses before investing. This and other
information can be found in the Funds’ prospectuses or, if available, the summary prospectuses which may be obtained by
visiting www.iShares.com or www.blackrock.com. Read the prospectus carefully before investing.
Investing involves risk, including possible loss of principal.
There can be no assurance that an active trading market for shares of an ETF will develop or be maintained. Transactions in shares of ETFs will result in brokerage commissions and
will generate tax consequences. All regulated investment companies are obliged to distribute portfolio gains to shareholders. Diversification and asset allocation may not protect
against market risk or loss of principal.
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The strategies discussed are strictly for illustrative and educational purposes and are not a recommendation, offer or solicitation to buy or sell any securities or to adopt any investment
strategy. There is no guarantee that any strategies discussed will be effective. The information presented does not take into consideration commissions, tax implications, or other
transactions costs, which may significantly affect the economic consequences of a given strategy or investment decision.
This document contains general information only and does not take into account an individual’s financial circumstances. This information should not be relied upon as a primary
basis for an investment decision. Rather, an assessment should be made as to whether the information is appropriate in individual circumstances and consideration should be given
to talking to a financial advisor before making an investment decision.
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